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AVEVA™ Operations Control
Aligning teams towards operations excellence
AVEVA Operations Control brings the software your teams need to operate at their
best. Give all of your users actionable information to drive better decisions in real
time to excel and drive increased operational efficiency, reliability and agility with a
cohesive and sustainable software framework, from edge to enterprise.
This new unlimited offer represents a step change in helping speed up time to value
through seamless accessibility to our robust portfolio, going beyond HMI and SCADA
to include manufacturing execution, analytics and rich cloud-based capabilities that
unlock greater insight and collaboration.

Benefits

Features

y Access to our comprehensive portfolio of world
class software technology at the scale that makes
sense for you

y Based on number of users
y Unlimited scalability with unlimited tags, IO,
HMI/SCADA clients

y Commercial and architectural flexibility with hybrid
IIoT deployment

y Flexible Hybrid-SaaS architecture blends cloud
and on-premises tools

y Access integrated support and the latest product
updates at no additional cost

y Unlimited development users
y Comprehensive communication drivers library

y Future-proof your business with the strategic partner
that has a vision for driving holistic operational value

y Collaboration and skills management
y System health and diagnostic tools
y Built-in technical support and version updates

Enterprise
Edition

Supervisory
Edition

Edge
Edition

Long Term Focus
(up to 1 Year)
Enterprise View
IT/OT Convergence

Medium Term Focus
(up to 1 Week)
Process View
OT Convergence

Short Term Focus
(up to 1 Shift)
Work Cell View
Control Convergence

Command center

Cost analysis planning

Root cause analysis

Daily Kan-ban prioritization

Optimize the process

Mobile operations
(e.g QR code reader)
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KPI dashboards

Shift reporting

On-demand, collaboration

AVEVA Operations Control

Operations as your foundation

These unlimited subscriptions enable a comprehensive
set of software applications to improve operations,
performance, safety, quality, and overall profitability.
AVEVA Operations Control features rich capabilities
that include HMI/SCADA visualization, mobility,
analytics, reporting, workflow, and development tools
in a hybrid cloud and on-premises configuration.

Achieve operational excellence from edge to enterprise.
AVEVA Operations Control are subscription offers
offered through AVEVA™ Flex. They deliver added
value to organizations of any size with the flexibility to
access the most comprehensive industrial operations
management software and scale as their business
requirements change.

Moreover, the unlimited usage model eliminates
constraints like the number of tags, devices, and servers.
This disruptive model offers unparalleled flexibility and
convenience by providing this comprehensive software
portfolio as a combined subscription.
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AVEVA Operations Control

A day in the life of modern operations
AVEVA Operations Control subscriptions define the productivity software necessary for the modern industrial
operations environment. Three core offers (Edge, Supervisory and Enterprise) provide all the tools necessary
for plant/field, control room, and enterprise teams to drive actionable information, collaborate effectively, and
accelerate their operational excellence. Add-on packages for AVEVA™ Manufacturing Execution System,
AVEVA™ Insight, including Guided Analytics, provide advanced functionality for manufacturing execution, workflow
management, and artificial intelligence (AI).

Enterprise

IT OT convergence platform
aimed at driving collaboration
and enterprise visibility across
regional or global operations.

Supervisory
Ideal for centralized management
of distributed SCADA or operations
into single unified plant model
aimed at driving standardization
across departments.

Edge
Perfect for frontline teams that
require local process monitoring
and control at the asset,
equipment or line level with IIoT
and embedded HMI capabilities.
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AVEVA Operations Control

Transform your operations
AVEVA Operations Control provides the operational
excellence software necessary for the modern industrial
operations environment and gives teams a consistent
method of collaborating and operating from a cohesive
and sustainable framework.
Across both on-premises applications and cloud
infrastructure, you have the power to choose the
configuration, architecture and deployment option
that meets your business requirements. This hybrid
cloud and on-premises offering provides a frictionless,
integrated user experience that enables organizations
to access information and functionality from across
AVEVA’s broad range of proven applications, including
real-time HMI/SCADA data processing, AVEVA
Manufacturing Execution System, and AVEVA™ Asset
Performance Management.

Transform your operations with unparalleled insights
and digitize work processes and knowledge:
y Empower the frontline operator with mobility through
proven unlimited HMI visualization and utilize the
cloud to enhance collaboration and knowledge
sharing to drive continuous improvements.
y Leverage cloud capabilities for development,
visualization, and storage to drive engineering
efficiency and standardization across the enterprise.
y Augment real-time and historical process data with
cloud-based machine learning and AI capabilities to
predict possible faults or failures and be proactive.
Empower your teams with AVEVA Operations Control
to speed up your time to value with the software they
need to drive improved decision making.

For more information on AVEVA Operations Control,
please visit: aveva.com/align-your-teams
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